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Abstract Spatial Domain

The Fourier projection-slice theorem allows projections of
volume data to be generated in O(n” log n) time for a vol-
ume of size n3. The method operates by extracting and
inverse Fourier transforming 2D slices from a 3D frequency
domain representation of the volume. Unfortunately, these
projections do not eshibit the occlusion that is character-
istic of conventional volume renderings. We present a new
frequency domain volume rendering algorithm that replaces
much of the missing depth and shape cues by performing
shading calculations in the frequency domain during slice
extraction. In particular, we demonstrate frequency domain
methods for computing linear or nonlinear depth cueing and
directional diffuse reflection. The resulting images can be
generated an order of magnitude faster than volume render-
ings and may be more useful for many applications.
CR Categories: 1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
dimensional Graphics and Realism.; 1.3.3 [Computer Graph-
ics]: Picture/Image Generation: Display Algorithms.
Additional Keywords: Volume rendering. Fourier trans-
form, Shading models, Scientific visualization, Medical imag-
ing, Digital signal processing.
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Figure 1: Volume rendering using Fourier projection
slice t heorenl

1 Introduction

slice theorem have been proposed [5], [lo]. It is well known
that the integral of a 1D signal is equal to the value of its
spectrum at the origin. The Fourier projection slice theorem
estends  this notion to higher dimensions. For a 3D volume,
the theorem states that the following two are a Fourier trans-
form pair:

Volume rendering is an important tool for visualizing 3D
scalar fields. Most esisting algorithms operate in the spa-
tial domain. They can be classified as either image space
algorithms (e.g. [i’]) or object space algorithms (e.g. (41,
PW cl P d ge en in on the order in which the data is traversed:
along each ray cast from the image plane or along -?L Y, and
2 asis of the volume data. The complesity  of these algo-
rithms is O(n3 ) since all vosels must be visited to render
an image. This high cost limits the use of these algorithms
in interactive environments. Although efficient algorithms
exist for sparse data sets [S], [14],[16],  such optimization is
data dependent.

l The 2D image obtained by taking line integrals of the
volume along rays perpendicular to the image plane.

l The 2D spectrum obtained by estracting a slice from
the Fourier transform of the volume along a plane which
includes the origin and is parallel to the image plane.

In an effort to drastically reduce rendering costs, fre-
quency domain algorithms based on the Fourier projection

Using this theorem, once a volume data is Fourier trans-
formed, an (orthographic) image for any viewing direction
can be obtained by estracting a 2D slice of the 3D spec-
trum at the appropriate orientation and then inverse Fourier
transforming it (figure 1). The cost of this approach is domi-
nat,ed  b,y the 2D inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) which
is 0( n- log n). Hence, the overall cost is also O(n- log n).
Since log n grows slowly, the advantage of this approach over
spatial domain algorithms is greater at large data sizes.
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Despite their theoretical speed advantage, frequency do-
main volume rendering algorithms suffer from several well-
known problems:

High interpolation cost: Because the sample points of
the 3D spectrum and those of the 2D slice do not co-
incide escept  at the origin, the 3D spectrum must be
interpolated and then resampled in order to estract  a
2D slice. Since this interpolation is imperfect, replicas
of the volume data are not fully suppressed, causing
ghosts to appear on the projection image. Because any
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filter that provides a sharp cutoff in the spatial domain
also has wide support, high-quality interpolation is es-
pensive. As the interpolation is O(n”). the FFT is still
asymptotically dominant. However, due to a large con-
stant factor associated with the interpolation, current
implementations spend the majority of their running
time in interpolation. making the algorithm not attrac-
tive for practical data sizes (128” or 25G3).

Memory cost: Due to the wide dynamic range and com-
ples arithmetic associated with Fourier transforms. a
pair of floating point numbers is required for each vosel.
Assuming a N-bit double precision representation, 16
bytes are required per vosel. By contrast. only 1 byte
per vow1 is necessary in spatial domain algorithms.

Lack of depth information: The projection obtained by
the Fourier projection slice theorem is a line integral
normal to the direction of view. Vosels on a viewing
ra:* contribute equally to the image regardless of their
distance from the eye. The image therefore lacks occlu-
sion. an important visual cue. M’hile some users (diag-
nostic radiologists in particular) prefer integral projec-
tions since nothing is hidden from view. this character-
istic would be considered a drawback in most applica-
tions

The first two problems listed above are technical in na-
ture. and several promising solutions are proposed later in
this paper. Tl ie ac * o occlusion is fundamental, however,1 h f
in so far as no projection-slice theorem is known that mimics
the integro-differential equation ([G]) approsimated  by vol-
ume rendering algorithms. Fortunately. occlusion is only one
of many cues employed bp the human visual system to deter-
mine the shape and spatial relationships of objects. Other
available cues include perspective. shading. testure. shad-
o%s, atmospheric attenuation, stereopsis, ocular accommo-
dation. head motion parallas, and the kinetic depth effect.

It is possible, of course, to apply any shading technique in
the spatial domain before the volume is Fourier transformed.
However. such a naive approach would require recomputa-
tion of the volume followed by an espensive 3D forward FFT
each time the view or the lighting condition is changed.

In an earlier paper [O], we instead showed that for a limited
class of shading models, the dependence on viewing direction
and lighting direction could be fact,ored  out of the projection
integral, yielding equations of the form

Here, effects of viewing and lighting direction are solclv  es-
pressed by weights to, while the volumes fi are indepen-
dent of them. The indicat,ed  integration can be evaluated
efficiently using the projection slice t.heorem.  For esample,
linear depth cueing can be computed as the weighted sum
of projections through three volumes that are depth cued
before 3D forward FFT along X, Y, and Z directions. re-
spectively.

The obvious disadvantage of &is hybrid spatial-frequency
domain approach is that it requires multiple copies of the
volume. N’hile still asymptotically faster than conventional
spatial domain volume rendering, implementat.ion consider-
ations (problems one and two above) make it barely superior
in practice.

In the present paper, we describe methods for rendering
volumes with depth cueing and direct ional shading that op-
erate entirely within the frequency domain. They are based
on two well-known properties of the Fourier transform.

l Multiplication by a linear ramp in the spatial domain
is equivalent to differentiation in the Fourier domain.

l Differentiation in the spatial domain is equivalent to
multiplication by a linear ramp in the Fourier domain.

Using these properties, depth cueing implemented in [9] as
spatial domain multiplication, is implemented in the present
paper using frequency domain differentiation. Similarly. di-
rectional shading, implemented in [9] using spatial domain
differentiation, is implemented in the present paper using
frequency domain multiplication.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the previous works. Section 3 presents oiu
new frequency domain shape cueing techniques. Sections 4
and 5 refer to solutions to the int,erpolation and the memory
cost problems, respectively. Section G shows resu1t.s from our
implement at ion, and sect ion ‘i gives conclusions and possible
future directions.

2 Base Algorithm
M-e begin by briefly reviewing current, frequency domain vol-
ume rendering algorithms. In the following discussion. small
letters ( f,g,. . . ) represent data in the spatial domain and
capital letters ( F, G,. . . ) represent data in the frequent)
domain. \Ve also assume that the transform between the
two domains is the Fourier transform which is denoted by
3 .

Let f(z) be a volume and F(s) be its Fourier transform.
⌧ and s are 3D vectors in the spatial and frequency domain,
respectively. Given f(⌧), the algorithm first transforms it
into the frequency domain to yield F(s). This is done 0111~
once. For each view, the discrete spectrum F(s) is interpo-
lated along the estraction  plane (parallel to the image plane
and passing through the origin) using a filter H( s ). The in-
terpolated spectrum is resampled  to obtain a 2D spectrum
which is then inverse transformed to obtain a spatial domain
projection.

By the convolution theorem, interpolation F(S) * H(s)
corresponds to f(x) . h(x) in the spatial domain. Here, h(x)
is the response of the filter. Unless H(s) is an ideal lowpass
filter. it,s response has a smooth shoulder. Thus, the periph-
ery of the volume and consequent,ly  the periphery of the pro-
jected image is attenuated. To cope with this “vignetting”
problem, the volume data f(⌧) can be premultiplied by the
reciprocal of the response, P,,, (⌧) = & before its forward
transformation [lo]. As H and P,,, cancel during interpola-
tion, we obtain a correct. slice of F (figure 2). We have imple-
mented this met,hod using filters obtained from Malzbender
and have obtained escellent  results, as documented in sec-
tion 4 and 6.

3 Shape Cueing Techniques

3.1 Depth Cueing
Depth cueing is obtained by weighting vosels according to
their distance from the observer. Let d(⌧) be the weighting
function or depth cueing function for a given eye position.
Then, a dept,h-cued volume is expressed as f(x) . d(⌧). BJ
transforming it to the frequency domain and estracting  a
slice. we obtain a depth cued projection. As stated earlier.
this straightforward approach requires an espensive 3D FFT
( n3  log ir ) for each view. There is. however, an elegant and
inespcnsive  equivalent operation in frequency domain.

I;,
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-tl F(S) * Pm(s) 1

Figure 2: Prenwltiplication  of the volume data
Figure 3: Linear depth cueing

Including the compensation pm(x) for the filter response,
spatial domain depth cueing can be expressed as f(x) . d( X) .
p,,(x). By transforming and interpolating, this corresponds
to 3{f(x)~d(~)~p,,(~)}*H(~)  at sample points on the slice
in the frequency domain. Using the convolution theorem,
this expression can be rewritten as follows:

=  (F(s)*D(s)*P,(s)) *  H ( s )
=  (qs)*Rn(s)) *  (H(s) *D(s))
=  3{f(x)pm(x)) *  H ’( s ) (2)

where H’ (s) = H(s) * D(s).
Thus, merely by replacing the interpolation filter H with

H’, we have obtained depth cueing. Note that the above
espression operates entirely in the frequency domain. and
moreover is evaluated only on the plane of the slice being
estracted.  Hence, it is a 2D operation. Note also that be-
cause 3{ f(x) - pm (2)) is independent of the eye position,
the 3D forward transform is performed only once.

Although H’ must be computed for each view, the cost
of recomputat,ion is small because the support. of filter H is
small (33 N 53) and D(S) is usually a simple expression. In
practice, the recomputation is negligible compared with the
cost of interpolation itself.

This frequency domain depth cueing method applies to
any depth cueing function d(x). Indeed, the method can be
designed to highlight the middle portion of the volume while
attenuating the front and back portions.

By way of example, we first consider simple linear depth
cueing, d,(x). Let. the view vector be V. The signed depth
measured from the origin of the volume is thus given by
(V . x), and Jr(x) can be written as

h(x) = Ccue(V * 2) + Cavg (3)
where C,,, is the strength of the depth cueing effect. and
Cal,g is a constant (see figure 3). Taking Fourier transforms,
we obtain

D,(s) = -2 W + 4 + Cavg  s(s) (4
where A = [A,, AY, A,] is the differential operator of con-
volution (A**f = &f). Substituting the interpolation filter

with depth cueing (H’) yields

H’(s) =  H ( s )  * D/(s)

= -g (v a VH(s)) + Covg H(s) (5)

The first term exhibits the depth cueing effect. Since VH
can be precomputed and stored in a table, computation of
H’ is of insignificant cost. An example of frequency domain
linear depth cueing and projection is shown in figure G(b).
As a reference, the same volume rendered without depth
cueing is shown in figure G(a).

Although any function can be used for D, finding one that
has a simple form reduces the cost of computing R’. The
size of H’ is also a consideration, since it directly impacts
rendering time. To illustrate this important issue, let us em-
ploy a half period of a sine wave as d(x). Since the transform
of a sine function is two impulses, H’ can be computed by
shifting H and adding three copies’ with comples weights.
Note that this considerably increases the size of the filter
kernel. By adjusting the origin, amplitude, and period such
that the value is zero at the farthest vowel and unity at the
closest vosel, we eliminate the need for a DC term. D now
has the form Cl 6(s - s,) + CZ 6(s + s,) where Cl and Cz
are comples constants determined by the amplitude and the
shift of the wave and sw is determined by the period of the
wave. The period is typically made long enough so that the
depth cueing appears almost linear. We can further remove
one of the impulses by doubling the weight of the remaining
impulse. By removing one of the impulses, the projection
image is no longer a real”. However, the real part of the
result still contains the correct projection image. With this
technique, depth cueing is implemented by an interpolation
with a shifted H, which is practically free.

The notion of a shifted H gives us an alternative way
to look at the process. Extracting a slice from a spectrum
at a position translated from the origin by a distance d in a

1 Two for the impulses
constant term of 4x1.

of the sine wave term and one for the

‘The imaginary part is a cosine wave since we are using the
analytic signal of the depth cueing function. See the discussion
on the Hilbert transform in [l].
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Figure 4: Hemispherical l ight source

direction V corres onds to phase-shifting the spatial domain
projection by eczx 8, at distance t in the same direction V .
The real part of such a phase-shifted projection appears to
fade in ad out as a function of position in direction V ad,
for appropriate values of cl, the visual effect is that of depth
cueing.

3.2 Directional Shading
In a scene composed of surfaces. directional shading using
the well-known Lambertian  reflection model is given ly

C omb OcLlmb + Cd,f O,Ld,j  h1.U ( 0. (Iv * L) ) (6)

where C,,,,,b and Cdif  are constants defining the strength of
ambient and directional shading terms. 0, is an object  color,
Lo,,,b and Ldtf are constants defining the color of ambient
and directional lights, and N and A are unit surface normal
and light vectors. respectively.

Ignoring the attenuation of light inside the volume. the
ambient term can he approximated using

c Latnb ambf@) (7)

The diffuse term, however, must be handled carefully be-
cause the nonlinear function MAX does not have a simple
frequency domain representation. Note that the frequently
used alternative. ]N.L], which shades surfaces as if they are
two-sided rather than the bounding surface of a solid. is also
nonlinear and camlot be handled directly in the frequency
domain.

To avoid this problem, we employ a hemispherical light
source [12].  [9]. Tlie irradiance Ei on a surface having normal
vector N illuminated by a hemisphere whose pole points in
direction I, as s1mv1~  in figure 4 is proportional by Nusselt’s
analog (as described in [3]) to the projection of the visible
portion of the hemisphere down onto the plane containing
the surface, or

E,
1

= Ldif -( 1  +  COSO)  = Ld,f2 $(I +  (N.L)) ( 8 )

With this shading model. the diffuse term in a surface model
is expressed as

Cdlf OcLd,f ; ( 1 + (N . L ,)

For volumes, we have

= Cd,fLdt/  ; (  ICf(@l  +  (vf@)  * L )) (10)

Since volume datasets  do not have esplicitly defined sur-
faces, Cf(X) is used as the normal vector at each location.
The strength of directional shading in volume rendering al-
gorithms is commonly made proportional to the gradient
magnitude as a simulation of the szlrfuce-ness  of the volume
[1].[‘7]. Locales having high gradient magnit,udes  (i.e., steep
jumps in density) reflect more light.

Equation (10) can be computed entirely in the frequency
domain. By the derivative theorem, the gradient in one do-
main is the first moment in the other domain. Thus. the
shading computation can be performed as a moment compu-
tation in the frequency domain. This useful property of lin-
ear shading can also be esploited in image understanding al-
gorithms. For example, [l3] uses the moment to estimate the
orientation of surfaces assuming that t,he reflectance function
is linear with respect to the slope of the surfaces.

Transforming equations (7) and (10) to the frequency do-
main and including compensation for the filter response, we
oht ain

F(  Cnmb  Lomb  f(x)

+ cd+&  -; (lWx)l  +  FfW  .  L ,) )

= (CanA Lamb +  ircdtf  Ld, J  (s ’ L,)

+  ;cd,,  Ld,f  (F{  I’J.f@)l  h(~c)  } *  H(s))  (11)

The first term corresponds to the ambient term and the
(N . I;) part of equation (9) while the second term corre-
sponds to the accompanying constant 1. Once f( x ) y,, (X )
and IW@l ~~44 are Fourier transformed, t,he shading
computation can be performed during slice estraction  (fig-
ure 5). Note that the interpolation filter H is applied first in
order to reconstruct the pure spectrum of f(X) from the pre-
multiplied volume. Then, the first moment of the spectrum
is computed to apply the directional shading.

Although computing a moment incurs a few additional
floating point operations per sample on the slice, the addi-
tional espense is small relative to the number of operations
that are required to evaluate the convolution at, the sample
point. It should also be noted that equation (11) can be eas-
ily estendcd to multiple light sources. In this case. we only
have to add the moment terms for additional light sources.
The increase in t.he computation cost is minor.

Figure G(c) shows a projection shaded using this tech-
nique. As before. t.he method operates entirely in the fre-
quency domain and requires computations only on the plane
of the slice being estracted

The major drawback of this shading model is that it re-
quires a second spectrum, F{ lVf(~)l pm (x)} since there
is no simple way to compute a gradient magnitude in the
frequency domain. Hence, two slices must be estracted
from two volumes. A linear shading equation such as
c La m b ,,,,,b f (X)  i- CdifLdif vf(X) that requires only one
volume can be derived under an appropriate interpretation.
However, the upper bound of Cdif is restricted in order not
to generate negative
effect is rest.ricted.

consequently shading

3.3 Combining Depth Cueing and Shading
It is possible to combine the depth cueing and directional
shading techniques described in the foregoing section. \I:hen
the two t,echniques  are used together, the shading must be



If (V . X) is non-zero. we need an adjustment. For linear
depth cueing, the difference term including all the coefh-
cients is .

Spectra

Extracted slicea
Figure .5: Shacling computation in freclucncy  domain.

kl = Carvb  Lamb (ambient term). A-2 = i&j,f L&f (s ’ L)
(shading term). ks = $cdtj Ld,j (Constant term).

applied first. Otherwise, distortion by the depth cueing
would result in incorrect gradient vector by which the shad-
ing effect is computed. However. this order of operation re-
quires two convolutions: one performed before the shading
computation to recover F by interpolation filter H and one
performed after shading in order to apply the depth cueing
function. This approach makes depth cueing no longer an
inespensive operation since we can’t use the composite filter
H’.

\;l’e can work around this problem by reversing the order
of shading and depth cueing and then adjusting the result
to get the desired effect. Using this ordering. we employ
the composite filter H’ to perform the interpolation and the
depth cueing at once. .4s we will see, for practical settings,
even this adjustment is not necessar!..

Here. we will esamine  t,he effect of reversed order oper-
ation in spatial domain. \I’e focus on the gradient term of
the shading equation (second term of equation (10)) since
other terms are not affected by the order. Applying depth
cueing function C?(X) to equation (10). we obtain the shaded
and depth cued term. oixiittiiig  the coefficient +cdtj Ld,/,
the gradient term is (Vf(x) . L ) d(x). Reversing the order
of comput.ation. we get

(W(x) d(x)] * L 1
= (Vf(x) * L )d(x) + f(x) (Vd(x) . I; ) (12)

The second term is the difference from the correct I-alue.
Since d(x) is a function of depth (V . x), the difference can
be rewritten as

f(x)  Yq4D w * XI] - J!i )

= f(x)d;~(V*x)  (VL) (13)

where dro(t) is a 1D depth cueing function. To masimize
the shading effect, L is usually set perpendicular to V (i.e.,
the scene is illuminated from the side). In this case, the
difference term becomes zero and the adjustment is not nec-
essary. An esample  of this common special case is shown in
figure G(d).

(14)

which we can compute during slice estraction  without con-
volution. For a more comples  depth cueing function. a con-
volution is necessary.

4 Reducing Rendering Time
Although the interpolation required in order to extract an
arbitrarily oriented slice from the 3D spectrum is O(n”), it
consumes most, of the running time. As might be espected,
the cost of this interpolation step is almost entirely deter-
mined by the size of the filter. For the 3 x 3 x 3 filter we
employ, 2i input samples contribute to each output sample.
If we instead employed a 1 X 1 X 1 filter, only one input sam-
ple would contribute to each output sample, a great saving
in time. Because a smaller filter has less sharp cut off in spa-
tial domain. the resulting image would comain  strong ghosts
if it were used uniformly over the entire interpolation pro-
cess. However, by adaptively changing the filter size, we can
reduce rendering time while maintaining high image quality.

Most of the energy in a spectrum usually resides in a small
number of low frequency components, while the vast ma-
jority of high frequency components are nearly zero. We
have observed that usually 99%’ of the energy is contained
by about 10% of t.he frequency components.

This property makes an adaptive scheme which selects
an inespensive filter for weak frequency components very
attractive. For simplicity, let us consider interpolation of
a 1D spectrum F by two filters; a larger filter HI and a
smaller filter Hz. E ac input sample component is filteredh
or scattered by either HI or H:! according to its strength.
Let Fi be t,he set of those samples that are filt,ered by HI
and Fj be those filtered by Hz. Obviously, Fi + F2 = F. The
correct result we want is F * HI or in the spatial domain.
f 111. The adaptive scheme can thus be written as follows:

3-l { F, * HI + Fz * Hz }
=  3-‘{F*H, +  Fz*(H:!-H,)}
= fhl + f* (1~2 - ill) (15)

The term fz (112 - 111) denotes the difference between the
adaptively filtered image and the correct image. The mean
square error is given by integrating the power of this error
t,erm. Using Rayleigh’s theorem, its upper bound is given in
the frequency domain as follows.

1
Yf -=J

+-J
If+:! - hl ) I* dx

5 J_‘k; 1 f2 I’ d-1

J+m= + &nar 1 F2 I2 ds WV
--oo

where L is the length of the non-zero region off and h,jenlar
is the masimum of I/z, - hl I. This upper bound allows us to
select  input samples to be filtered by Hz such that the mean
square error of the rendered image is below a user defined
tolerance. Similar analysis provides an upper bound for the
mean square error when more than 2 filters are employed.
The idea estends straightforwardly to 3D discrete signals.



Figure 6: Examples of frequency domain depth cueing and shading. (a) projection without depth cueing, (b) linear
depth cueing, (c) directional shading without depth cueing, (d) directional shading with depth cueing.

This adaptive scheme is incorporated to the slice estrac-
tion as follows. First, each sample in the 3D spectrum is
examined, and those whose magnitude is small enough to
satisfy equation (1G) are marked. This process is done only
once after a volume data is transformed to the frequency
domain. During slice estraction,  each sample point on the
slice plane is visited. If for a given sample point all of the
3D spectrum vosels that fall within the support of the larger
filter are marked, the smaller filter is employed instead.

It is possible to improve this scheme further. To avoid
testing all vosels falling within the support of the larger fil-
ter, we modify the preprocess to mark only those vosels that
themselves satisfy equation (16) and for which all neighbor-
ing vosels lying within a distance from them equal to one-
half of the support of the larger filter satisfy the equat,ion.
Given this more conservative marking, it is sufficient cluring
slice extraction to test the spectrum vosel closest to the slice
sample position. If that vosel is marked, we know without
visiting any other vosels that it is safe to employ the smaller
filter.

5 Reducing Memory Cost
Because the 3D spectrum is complex and requires a float-
ing point representation due to its large dynamic range, a
straightforward implementation using a double precision for-
mat consumes 16 times more memory than a spatial domain
algorithm3. This esplosion in memory cost can be controlled
by using the Hartley transform [lo] and a shorter number
representation.

The Hartley transform is a direct relative of the Fourier
transform [2]. The transform is defined as follows:

/
+a

wf WI = F&s) = f (x )  cas2xsr cln Vi)
J--m

where cas2rsx = cos 2nsx + sin 2ns.v. Since the kernel is a
real function, this transform maps a real funcbion  f(r) to a
real spectrum FH(s). Use of the Hartley transform, there-
fore, eliminates the need for a comples  number. Since the

3Assuming each voxel is represented by one byte in the spa-
tial domain algorithm. With shading, spatial domain algorithms
require more memory.

Fourier spectrum of a real signal is hermitian4,  the same
amount of memory saving is possible with the Fourier trans-
form by dropping half of the spectrum (e.g., store only the
positive coefficients along the S, axis). However, such imple-
mentation would unnecessarily complicate the slice estrac-
tion process.

Due to wide dynamic range of spectra, a floating point
format is necessary. Considering the necessity of premulti-
plying the volume before transforming, a &bit double pre-
cision format is a safe choice to represent a spectrum of a
25G3 volume. However, even using the Hartley transform,
this occupies 8 times more memory than the original vol-
ume. This problem can be minimized by using a shorter
floating point format. We have defined and used a lG-bit
floating point format which reduces the memory cost factor
to two.

6 Results
Figures 7-9 show images rendered using the algorithms we
have described. The shading, depth cueing, adaptive fil-
tering, the Hartley transform, and the lG-bit floating point
format are all used in rendering these three images.

Figure i shows a human skull mounted in a kite head
cast. The data was acquired using computed tomo *raphy
(CT). Zeros are padded to the original data 0( 1 0 6  ) and
resulting 1283 volume data was rendered. The volume is
shaded by a hemispherical light source located to the right
and is also linearly depth cued with respect to the observer’s
position.

The use of multiple light sources is shown in figure 8.
A polygonalization of the Utah teapot has been 3D scan-
converted into a 25G3 volume data which is then shaded by
a red, a green, and a blue light located perpendicular to
the observer and 120 degrees apart. The resulting color on
the surface provides some intuition for the orientation of the
gradient vector.

Figures 9 and 10 compare the frequency domain rendering
technique with a conventional spatial domain volume render-
ing. These images were generated using identical shading
and depth cueing. There is no visible difference between the
two images.

4A signal whose real part is even and whose imaginary part is
odd, i.e. f(z) = f*(-2).
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Figure 7: Human head. Fkequency  domain volume ren-
dering. Data courtesy of North Carolina Memorial Hos-
pital.

Figure 9: Turbine bIade. F’requency  domain volume
rendering. The blade is lit by a green light (top), a
blue light (bottom), and a dim red light (right). Data
courtesy of General Electric.

Figure 8: Utah teapot. Frequency domain volume ren-
dering. The pot is lit by a red light (right), a green light
(upper left), and a blue light (lower left).

The adaptive filtering scheme described in section 4 was
implemented using a 3 x 3 x 3 and a 1 x 1 x 1 filter with the
maximum difference in response set to (hd-,,,==  ) 0.3. Fig-
ures 7-9 were generated using this scheme. As shown in ta-
ble 1, the scheme reduced the cost of interpolation to about
15% of the non-adaptive case. Relative error was always be-
low 40dB,  a level at which image differences are not visible.

Table 1 also shows rendering times to generate figures 7-
9. Rendering times by a spatial domain renderer are also
shown for comparison. These times include all necessary op-
erations to create a 2D projection. For the frequency domain
rendering technique, it-consists of slice extraction (interpo-
lation and resam&ing), inverse Harteley  transform. and for-
mat conversion to and from the lG-bit  floating point format--
and the machine’s native format. Times were measured on
an IRIS Crimson with a 50Mhz R4000 processor using non-
optimized code. As the table shows, the running time of
the frequency domain method grows much slower thcan  the
spatial domain method, which grows  at O(rj3).

The effect of round off error caused by the lG-bit.  floating
format. was very small. Relative difference from images gen-
erated using a G4-bib  double precision representation were
below 50dB. FigTires  ‘i-9 were generated using this format.

Figure 10: Same dataset  as figure 9. Rendered with
identic<al shading and depth cueing but using a spatial
domain volume renderer.

7 Conclusions
The use of the Fourier projection slice theorem allows us
to replace the O(n3) spatial domain projection computa-
tion that arises in volume rendering with an O(n’ logn)
frequency domain computation, although the frequency do-
main projection operator is non-occluding, resulting in a loss
of realism. In this paper, we have shown that other O(n3)
spatial domain rendering computations that arise in volume
rendering (i.e., shading and depth cueing) can be replaced
with O(n?)  frequency domain methods, and we propose that
a judicious selection of these methods can restore much of
the realism lost by using a non-occluding projection.

The speed advantage of our algorithm over volume ren-
dering is considerable. As our esperiments show, a 1283
volume can be rendered in a fraction of a second on a conven-
tional workstation. Further optimization of the code should
achieve interactive rendering without specialized hardware.

Besides its speed advantage, the frequency domain ap-
proach lends itself to simple and elegant speed-accuracy
tradeoffs. By estracting  only the central portion of the 3D
spectrum present on a slice, a renderer could provide a low
resolution image quickly while the user is rotating the vol-
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Adaptive filtering
\blume d a t a  S i z e 30x1 adal)t ive Adaptive Rendering time

?;11111.  ops.’ ?;um.  ops.’ ( R a t i o ) Freq. domain Spatial domain
Head 12@ 5 . 9 2  x  1 0 ’ 1.01 x 10’ (17.1%) 0.54 set 3.15 set

Teapot 25@' 1.81 x 10" 2.33 x 10" (129X!) 1.73 24.29
Turb ine 2%' 1.85 x 10” 3.00 x 10” (16.2% 1 2.03 24.38

t=\ filtering operation consists of a filter table look up. a reference to a vosel, a multiplication, and an addition.

Table 1: Effect of adaptive filtering

ume, to be replaced with a higher quality image when the
mouse button or jopst,ick  is released.

Since the core computations of the algorithm are convo-
lution and the FFT, an implementation using digital sigual
processors (DSPs) obviously suggests itself. M’ith  the growth
of multimedia applications iwolving video and sound encod-
ing and decoding, such processors are becoming a staudard
part of most graphics workstations. It should also be noted
that these computations eshibit high data level parallelism
and can be parallelized in any one of several ways.

With regard to limitations and improvements. further ef-
fort should be made to relas the limitations imposed by the
linear nature of the Fourier/Hartley transform. The algo-
rithm currently does not allow non-linear attenuation.
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